Our school’s yo-top sale
There’s still time to get a NED yo-top! Bring your payment to school tomorrow, so you too can start learning NED’s Six Trix!

Is your string too long?

1. Measure the String
   Let the string out and set the yo-top on the ground. Pinch the string at your elbow and let the top part drop. Slide your other finger down two 5 cm.

2. Make a Solid Loop
   Tie a new knot by wrapping the string around your fingernail and pinching it with your thumb, just like tying a balloon. Slide it off your finger.

3. Make a Slip Loop
   This loop will fit any size finger, so the yo doesn’t fall off your hand.

Check out the Learn to Yo: Foundations video series at www.NEDkids.com to learn how to adjust your string and add wraps to your yo-top.

TIP: The Cosmic Spin® 2 and EXCELerator® need five wraps around the axle to do the three tricks below.

1. Gravity Gripper
   1. Place the yo-top in your hand with your palm up. Make sure the string wraps over the top of your yo-top.
   2. Make a muscle, curl your wrist and fling your arm straight out in front of you.
   3. Release the yo-top with a hard downward throw. Turn your palm over, and catch the yo-top. Good job!

For the rest of NED’s Six Trix — and more — visit www.NEDkids.com
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